SOCIAL MEDIA BRANDING
Overall, the aesthetic branding of social media was distinct to our brand image and the theme of the
charity and restaurant. Myself and the Marketing Manager decided that we would keep the theme dark
and colours would be muted and monochrome to suit our event Absence Of Light Blindfold Dining and
our social media campaign ‘#BlindedFromTheTruth’. Video content was strong as research found that
video content was much more successful at engaging our target audience.
Something I did that no-one else did, was incorporate IGTV into our Instagram, allowing new social
Media users to find our account. Focusing heavily on video content, this idea was perfect for our
audience.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
The materials below are my own creation of the social media campaign material, featuring the hash-tag
and a simple line anticipating the event. #BlindedFromTheTruth was a hard-hitting message to grab
attention, suggesting that the general public are blinded from the truth of homelessness, and are in-fact
ignorant to the issue. These secondary images

A journey of the senses.

Close your eyes.
Open your senses.

#BlindedFromTheTruth

An unforgettable experience.

#BlindedFromTheTruth

#BlindedFromTheTruth

#BLINDEDFROMTHETRUTH

ANALYSING STATISTICS
A huge responsibility of social media was looking at insights on a daily basis, and sharing findings with
the Marketing Manager. This data was key to making materials and deciding what we will do going
forward. I have looked at the two main platforms and analysed the success.

INSTAGRAM

Instagram platform was reaching
majority 18-34 year-olds which is
why I focused more on Facebook,
as this would target our older
audience. With organic followers
increasing, so did engagements
and insights and click through
rate (CTR).
The most successfull post was
the ‘IT’S HERE.’ promotion video
which included primary videos.
This may be due to revealing our
event concept in a visual way,
meaning people were more likely
to view the full video.

FACEBOOK

Facebook was much more engaging with our target
audience, reaching an older audience that were more active
on Facebook. I decided to only do a sponsored post on
Facebook instead of Instagram, as this would be effective
use of budget. Only £5.95 was spent on boosting our event,
which reached 980 people and generated 44 ticket link clicks
one week prior to event.
The most successful post was by-far the social media raffle,
organically reaching 1.9K, it was a group decision to encourage
people to donate £2 to win the prize, although I feel eliminating
this may have encouraged more people to enter and would
have generted more physical engagement.

SOCIAL MEDIA CALENDAR
I decided to create a social media calendar at the beginning, to document all future plans of activity,
important dates and to use as a time frame leading up to the event. I planned out what would be done
pre-event and post-event to utilise social media and this calendar was sent out to all to keep other team
members in the social media loop.
The most important part to document was one week pre-event, event week and post-event. The calendar
could then be amended due to circumstances.

SOCIAL MEDIA
PRE-EVENT
The key events within the social media calendar running up to the event included the Social Media Raffle that
included an Alchemist prize, winner was announced on Facebook first (our target audience.) This post reached up to
1000 people and raised £20. Connecting and networking with people and sponsors on social media, Consistent posts
to build up word-of-mouth, Setting up ticket sales and donation pages, promoting through social media. Gaining
primary content for social media. Sponsored posts were decided and set up by myself, after confirming with the
Finance Manager.

SPONSORED POST

SOCIAL MEDIA RAFFLE

SOCIAL MEDIA
THE EVENT
At the event, although roles slightly alternated, social media presence was still strong such as posting content on
Facebook and Instagram Live, IGTV, Taking pictures of the guests on the nights to encourage them to post and use the
hash-tag, Sponsor Shoutouts.
Feedback and Photo consent forms were taken by myself on the night and handed out on the night, to ensure analytics
could be measured and any photos taken on the night were okay to be posted.
PHOTO AND VIDEO
CONSENT FORM

FEEDBACK FORM

Thank you for joining us at the Absence Of Light: A Dining Experience
in aid of the St.Basils charity.
To help us improve and become the best event organisation, we would
appreciate honest feedback to use within our university work.
Were you satisfied with the Absence Of Light: A Dining Experience?
If so, what were your main highlights.

How did you hear about the event?

Thank you for joining us at the Absence Of Light: A Dining Experience
in aid of the St.Basils charity.
At the event this evening, photo and video content will be happening
throughout and it is important that we gain consent to ensure each
guest is comfortable with being photographed at the event.
Content from the event will be used for promotional purposes on our
social media platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn and within our university presentation.
Please complete the declaration form below:

How has your perception of youth homelessness changed since the
beggining of the event? Do you also now have more knowledge about
the charity?

I ________ are satisfied with being photographed at the event and give
consent to be featured on social media platforms for promotional
purposes and within the university presentation.
Date: _______________

Would you be willing to attend another Evolve Events event?

Thank you for completing the feedback form.

Signed: _____________

SOCIAL MEDIA
POST-EVENT
After the event, I posted a poll on Instagram, as I found that majority of the guests were using Instagram more than
Facebook. The results are listed below. Testimonials were taken from the feedback forms and were transferred into
marketing materials made by myself to create retention for future events. Guest pictures were posted on social media,
which would also contribute to word-of-mouth and retention for future events.
97% thought social media and branding was ‘strong
and consistent.’ (Instagram Poll 2019)

57% purchased tickets through social media.
(Instagram Poll 2019)

ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS

MARKETING
Driving branding whilst working closely with the Marketing Manager meant we brainstormed ideas for videos and a lot
of photos on social media were sourced from apps such as Pexels, to enhance the aesthetics of the page. Working on
videos, such as the video below, to promote our event.
Marketing materials such as Feedback Forms, Photo consent forms and campaign material was made by myself.
Primary video and photo content were produced by myself to later produce marketing materials.
Responsible for social media campaign and posts, and monitoring the insights and analytics.

PROMOTIONAL VIDEO

SPONSORED POST

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Public Relations was massively a shared role. I participated a lot in changing the perception of the
audience through social media - with statistics, photo and video content and promotion of the charity. Poll’s and
feedback forms were also made by myself to asses how homelessness perception has changed. Myself and the
Marketing Manager had the achievement of getting James White, Winner of The Apprentice and his business partner
to the event, to which he then followed and shouted out our social media and promoted the charity.
Contacts with Liam Byrne, MP were also made, as well as attending a Brindley Place networking event to meet Heart
FM and BBC. Numerous meetings with sponsors were also made through social media.

COMMUNICATION
I have communicated with both the team via email and slack and during the event night it was important to
communicate successfully with the team when challenges became apparent. Externally, my communication has been
successful - 45/52 feedback forms stated they heard about us through social media.
External communication also included pushing ticket sales, group visits to places such as Temple Row and Colmore
Row handing out flyers and informing people about our event. As well as attending the Brindley Place networking
event and The ICC Birmingham live event set-up in April.

FUNDRAISING AND SPONSORS
At the beginning of the module, myself and the Marketing Manger walked around Merry Hill shopping centre and visited
every store asking for sponsorship and donations. We received a lot of donations and much of what we were given on
the day made up our raffle prizes. I also attended every fundraiser held including Cake Pop Sales, Sweet Sales, Smoothie
Stand, Cake sale and charity football match.
I also met a business owner through social media which resulted in them giving out free shots on the night of the event. A
decoration company donated a balloon arch for our event, which was organised through social media by myself. Social
media also impacted on ticket sales by connecting with people, and the sponsored posts gathered over 50 website ticket
links, therefore it could be said this was a driving factor to selling out our event.
I was responsible for creating the charity event on Facebook and boosting the post, as well as setting up the GoFundMe
and JustGiving fundraising pages.

VENUE
I attended all venue visits from the start, including Harvey Nichols. Piccolino, Bank., Gusto, All Bar One
and attended every meeting do to with negotiations with All Bar One including prices, menus, branded
cocktails and arrival drinks.
I thought of naming each table after a location within Birmingham that St.Basils supports, this would
show a small initial connection between the charity and the event, as well as connecting the actual
event to homelessness in some way.
On the day of the event, myself and the Marketing Manager set out early to get chalk boards to display
key messages on and went around different shops to find good priced flowers to complete tables. I
organised decoration sponsor arrival time to set up the balloon arch and help set up majority of the
venue with some of the team. I also arranged for a social media sourced sponsor to set up within the
break of the event to give free shots.

